In this paper, we relate the complexity for a holographic state to a simple gravitational object of which the growth rate at late times is equal to temperature times black hole entropy. We show that if this is correct, the thermodynamics of AdS black holes implies that for generic holographic states dual to static AdS black holes, the complexity growth rate at late times will saturate the Lloyd bound at high temperature limit. In particular, for AdS planar black holes, the result holds at lower temperatures as well. We conjecture that the complexity growth is bounded above as dC/dt ≤ αT S/π or dC/dt ≤ α T + S + − T − S − /π for black holes with an inner horizon, where α is an overall coefficient for our new proposal.
Introduction
The speed of computation is a central topic in the field of quantum computations. The importation notion that characterizes the computational speed of a quantum computer is called complexity. Complexity is defined by the minimal number of elementary operations (or logic gates) needed to build a target state of interest from a given reference state.
Intuitively, one expects that any way to produce the target state through a given quantum circuit has already led to an upper bound on complexity. However, what the bound is remains a great mystery.
Inspired by the Margolus-Levitin theorem [1] , it was conjectured by Lloyd that [2] 
where E is the energy of the target state and the ground energy is taken to be zero.
The bound is fascinating since it is simple and powerful. However, whether the computational speed is really limited by the energy considerations alone for a system was recently questioned in [3] . It was argued there that the energy alone is not sufficient to derive an upper bound on the computational speed. Instead, additional physical conditions, for example information density and information transmission speed should be considered appropriately.
On the other hand, recent developments in AdS/CFT correspondence give rise to several distinct proposals for complexity for a holographic state [4, 5, 6, 8, 9] . However, though these proposals show interesting properties of complexity and have attracted a lot of attentions in literature [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40] , none of them obeys the Lloyd bound for general holographic theories.
It becomes an open question that whether there exists a universal upper bound on the growth rate of complexity.
In this paper, we would like to some extent to address a related issue: for what theories (states) or under what conditions, the Lloyd bound is valid. For this purpose, we study the complexity for quantum field theories at strong coupling via gauge/gravity duality. Based on an argument in [26] , we propose that the complexity for a holographic state is dual to a simple gravitational object defined on Wheeler-DeWitt (WDW) patch, of which the growth rate at late times is equal to temperature times black hole entropy. We show that if this is correct, the thermodynamics of AdS black holes guarantees that that the Lloyd bound naturally emerges at late times for generally static AdS black holes with spherical/hyperbolic/toric symmetries at high temperature regimes. In particular, for planar black holes, the result holds at lower temperatures as well. Inspired by universality of the result, we conjecture that the complexity growth is bounded above as dC/dt ≤ αT S/π or dC/dt ≤ α T + S + − T − S − /π for black holes with an inner horizon, where α is an overall coefficient for our new proposal. To test the conjecture, we study the time dependence of complexity for holographic states without perturbed shock waves. As far as we can check, the bound is valid to black holes in Einstein's gravity if matter fields satisfy strong and weak energy conditions. However, it may be violated in the presence of stringy corrections.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we study the complexity growth rate at late times from thermodynamics of AdS black holes. In section 3,
we construct a new gravitational object of which the growth rate at late times is equal to temperature times black hole entropy. We then introduce our new proposal for holographic complexity. In section 4, we study the time dependence of complexity for a variety of black holes. In section 5, we study the growth rate of an alternative object: the joint action of WDW patch which gives the same result at late times. We conclude in section 6.
Universal results about complexity growth at late times
Based on a quantum circuit model, it was argued in [26] that apart from a early transit regime, the rate of change of complexity is given by entropy S times temperature T (in geometric units): dC/dt ∼ T S/π . The entropy characterizes the width of the circuit whilst the temperature (or precisely speaking its inverse /k B T ) describes the local rate at which a certain qubit interacts. Indeed, the result is natural for high temperature systems, such as black holes. It has also been verified for various distinct proposals for holographic complexity [4, 5, 6, 8, 9 ]. However, a major shortcoming of these proposals is the overall coefficient is not universal for all of them.
Motivated by this, we would like to search a gravitational object of which the rate of change at late times is equal to T S, even at low temperature regimes, so that we can choose the coefficient to be universal (this is said in the sense that the states under considerations live in a same dimensional spacetime). In other words, the complexity growth at late times will be given by
where α is an overall coefficient introduced by our new proposal (see Eq. (23)). For later purpose, we take it to be α =
2(D−2)
D−1 , where D denotes spacetime dimension. The construction of new proposals for complexity obeying Eq.(2) will be studied in details in sec.3 and sec.5. In this section, we shall first examine to what extent the growth rate of complexity at late times is universal for any such proposal. For this purpose, we recall that for generally static AdS planar black holes
there exists an extra scaling symmetry
It leads to new scaling behaviors for thermodynamic quantities. For example, for a neutral black hole with a first law dM = T dS, one has
Then a standard scaling dimensional argument will lead to a generalised Smarr formula [30] 
In the presence of matter fields, for example, a scalar field, the situation is a little more evolved because the first law will be modified by some nonconserved (scalar) charges [31] .
However, a careful examination in [30] shows that the above generalised Smarr relation continues hold, with the mass M defined by the usually massless graviton mode (the falloff mode 1/r D−3 at asymptotic infinity). For general matter fields (not gauge fields), we expect that there will always exist an energy function (we still denote it by M without confusion), which obeys the relation (6) since the existence of such a Smarr-like relation is simply associated with the global scaling symmetry (4) of AdS planar black holes. While M may not be the mass of the solutions 1 , this does not introduce any shortcomings for our purpose since it is still an energy function of the state under considerations. Therefore, with our choice for the coefficient α, the rate of change of complexity at late times manifestly saturates the Lloyd bound dC/dt = 2M/π . Remarkably, this is valid to generally neutral AdS planar black holes of any size, in any number of dimensions and with or without nonconserved charges! For charged black holes, the electrostatic potential µ (electric charge Q) scales in the same way of the temperature T (entropy S). Hence, one has
It follows that dC/dt = 2(M −μQ)/π , whereμ = D−2 D−1 µ. Interestingly, the result is slightly bigger than the original expectation 2(M − µQ)/π in [6] . However, it does not mean that it conflicts with the latter. In fact, for a given system with a fixed charge (or chemical potential), the original scaling µ → λµ , Q → λ D−2 Q is clearly breaking. Indeed, in high temperature limit, the Smarr formula to leading order gives (the derivation is given in Appendix A)
This will reproduce the expected result in [6] for complexity growth rate of charged systems. The enhancement of upper bound on computation rate at lower temperatures may be attributed to weaker thermal barrier and stronger (non-thermal) interactions for charged carriers: they get more useful energy and process quantum information faster than they do at high temperatures. The effective result is it looks like that the chemical potential and electric charge increase (decrease) as the temperature increases (decreases) in the manner of µ ∝ T , Q ∝ T D−2 , at lower temperature regimes. It is of great interests to explore whether and how this phenomenon emerges in the context of quantum field theories.
For charged black holes with an inner horizon, the generalised Smarr relation (7) holds on both of the horizons. The rate of change of complexity at late times is given by
Up to an overall coefficient, the upper bound of this type was first conjectured in [32] .
However, the subtracted contribution on the inner horizon lacks a field theory description.
Nevertheless, in the context of AdS/CFT correspondence, the computation rate for black holes with an inner horizon indeed should be reduced since a part of microscopic degrees of freedoms inside the black hole does not take part in mixing quantum information. The inner horizon looks like a cutoff (or a gap) from the point of view of processing information.
Next, we consider stringy corrections to complexification rate. An interesting example is the Gauss-Bonnet black hole (61) with a positive coupling constant. In this case, the generalised Smarr relation (6) continues hold [30] . However, the computation rate at late times is in fact reduced, compared with that for black holes in Einstein's gravity with a same massless graviton mode. This is because stringy corrections reduces the black hole mass as
This is consistent with the expectations in [6] that stringy corrections should reduce the computation rate of black holes.
For spherical/hyperbolic black holes, the scaling symmetry (4) is explicitly breaking owing to nontrivial topology of the black holes so that the generalised Smarr formula (7) does not hold any longer. Hence, in this case there are not universal results about complexity growth at low temperatures. However, in high temperature limit, the result (8) holds as the planar case. The reason is simple: for very large black holes, the topology becomes less important. In other words, the solutions are approximately planar. In fact, it is known that a static planar black hole can be obtained from its spherical counterpart by using the scaling (4) and sending λ → ∞. This is in the same spirit of taking high temperature limit.
In conclude, if there exists a proposal for complexity satisfying (2) , then the growth rate at late times will saturate the Lloyd bound and its proper generalisations for charged systems at high temperature limit. This is universal to holographic states described by generally static AdS black holes with spherical/hyperbolic/toric isometries.
In the subsequent section, we will show how to construct a gravitational object of which the rate of change at late times is equal to (or bounded above by) T S and then introduce a new proposal for holographic complexity.
A new proposal for holographic complexity
The product T S looks familiar for gravity theorists. It was first shown by Wald [27, 28] that for any gravitational theory with diffeomorphism invariance, a geometric definition for black holes entropy can be introduced as follows
where boldface letters denote form fields and Q grav stands for the Noether charge associated to a time-like Killing vector for gravity sector (relative to matter sector). However, what we need now is not a single object valid to stationary black holes but a diffeomorphism invariant quantity. A careful examination of this will lead to our new proposal for holographic complexity.
Let us first review how the Noether charge is introduced in the Wald-Iyer formalism.
The variation of the Lagrangian gives
where ψ collectively denotes all the dynamical fields and Θ = Θ(ψ , δψ) is the presymplectic current form. For a diffeomorphism invariant theory, any vector field ξ defined on the curved manifold constitutes an infinitesimally local symmetry for the solutions. Hence, to each ξ, one can define a Noether current as
The Noether charge Q is defined by J = dQ because J is closed for any on-shell solutions [27, 28] . One finds
The dual form of this equation gives
where Q is the 2-form Noether charge, j is the one-form presympletic current and L is the Lagrangian density. More explicitly, one has
It should be emphasized that this is valid for any vector field ξ. In particular, when ξ is a Killing vector field, one has δψ = L ξ ψ = 0, leading to j µ (δψ) = 0 since the current j µ depends linearly on δψ.
However, for our current purpose, the equation (16) is oversimplified. What we need is just a similar equation valid to the Noether charge for gravity sector. It was established in [29] that for general higher derivative gravities L grav = L grav (g µν ; R µνρσ ), one has
where T µν stands for the energy-momentum tensor of matter fields. It follows that for a time-like Killing vector ξ = ∂/∂t, one finds for static black holes
where ρ = −T t t is the local energy density of matter fields. This leads to
where in the third line, we have adopted the relation (18) . It is worth emphasizing that the contribution near singularity is rather subtle. In the semi-classical limit, the second term on the r.h.s of (19) might be nonzero 2 . However, as will be shown later, the Noether charge term evaluated at the singularity is always nonnegative (at least for Einstein gravity) in the semi-classical limit, namely − √ −g Q rt grav r= ≥ 0. Thus, one finds from (19)
2 In fact, with stringy corrections, the Noether charge may diverge for certain cases, for example the Gauss-Bonnet black holes with λ < 0, which have an alternate singularity at some finite radii. The same situation happens for the "Complexity=Action" proposal [5, 6] . Of course, it cannot be treated credibly without a well developed quantum gravity theory.
In addition, we point out that for any gravitational object defined in the bulk of WDW
its growth rate at late times is given by
The identity is proved in Appendix B and we refer the readers to there for details.
Based on the above results, we propose that the complexity for a holographic state is given by
where the overall constant α has not been fixed by above considerations. As previously, we shall take it to be α =
2(D−2)
D−1 . From the identity (22) and the relation (20) , one has at late times
We will show this for a variety of examples in the subsequent subsections. In spite of that for our new proposal, the complexity growth rate at late times is not always equal to αT S/π , it is still of great interests for our current purpose since we are trying to search such an object whose growth rate is bounded above by the energy alone for the state under considerations.
Static black holes
For static black holes, evaluating the complexity growth at late times yields
where it was understood that → 0 for black holes without an inner horizon. Whenever the singularity gives a vanishing contribution, it gives rise to dC/dt = αT S/π . However, without a well developed quantum gravity theory, we shall examine the result more carefully in the classical limit.
We focus on Einstein's gravity which has
A straightforward calculation gives
where w(r) = h(r)/f (r). In the black hole interior w(r) > 0 , h(r) < 0. As a consequence, close to the singularity, the metric functions behave as to leading order
where c , µ are positive constants. It follows that for δ < D − γ − 3, the contribution near the singularity vanishes whilst for δ = D − γ − 3, it is negative definite. As for the case δ > D − γ − 3, the result diverges (with a negative weight) at the singularity. Again, we cannot manage this credibly in the classical limit. Based on these results, we argue that at late times dC/dt ≤ αT S/π in the classical limit.
For black holes with an inner horizon, one should take r h = r + , = r − in Eq. (25) . One
where T − is the negative temperature defined on the inner horizon.
Rotating BTZ black hole
We would like to extend our discussions to the rotating BTZ black hole
where M and J are the black hole mass and angular momentum respectively. The solution in general has two horizons. One has
Clearly, the angular momentum is bounded above J ≤ M . The bound will be saturated when the solution becomes extremal. The temperatures, entropies and angular velocities on the horizons are given by
It turns out that though the solution has rotations, our formula (18) continues hold. In addition, there exists a global scaling symmetry
which implies that
This leads to a generalised Smarr formula
which holds on both horizons. Therefore, at late times, the complexity growth for a rotating BTZ black hole is given by
The angular momentum plays a same role as the electric charge in Eq. (9) . Without further discussions, we present the result for a rotating charged BTZ black hole in high temperature
Kerr-AdS black hole
We continue studying the complexity growth rate at late times for a Kerr-AdS black hole
where a = J/M is the ratio of angular momentum to the black hole mass and
The horizons are defined by ∆ r (r ± ) = 0. The angular velocities, entropies and temperatures are given by
It follows that at high temperatures, one has to leading order M − ΩJ Again the angular momentum plays a same role as the electric charge. However, now our formula (18) for the Noether charge is invalid. Instead, to derive the complexity growth, one should directly calculate the bulk integral (23) . One finds
It follows that in high temperature limit dC dt
Based on all the results above and considering the relevance to the Lloyd bound, we conjecture that for our new proposal, the complexity growth for general holographic states obeys the upper bound dC/dt ≤ αT S/π or dC/dt ≤ α T + S + − T − S − /π for black holes with an inner horizon.
4 The time dependence of complexity and the upper bound To test our conjecture, we shall extract the time dependence of complexity at finite times for stationary AdS black holes. The Fig.1 shows the WDW patch of a neutral two-sided AdS black hole. There are two boundary times t L , t R but the complexity according to the symmetry of the problem, is only a function of the combination t ≡ t L + t R .
By following the prescriptions in [40] , one finds
Notice that the time dependence of complexity is implicitly contained in the evolution of the position r m , which is determined by
where the tortoise coordinate is defined as r * (r) = − ∞ r dr/w(r)f (r). However, instead of numerically studying the complexity growth in a case-by-case basis, we find that under the condition
the states will obey the conjectured upper bound. Interestingly, the condition looks very much like an energy condition. Indeed, for black holes in Einstein's gravity, it is already guaranteed by known energy conditions for ordinary matter fields, as will be shown later.
Another weaker but independent condition is
L grav − 2ρ) <r<r h = 0 has one real root at most .
To derive the above conditions, we first notice that there is a critical time t c = −2r * ( ), at which the position r m lifts off of the past singularity [40] . When t ≤ t c , r m = , the complexity remains a constant and hence dC/dt = 0. However, when t > t c , the position r m begins to grow with time. Its growth rate is given by
Thus, when t > t c , r m monotonically increases and approaches the event horizon r h from below at late times. Taking one more derivative with respect to t for Eq.(44), we find
under the condition (46). Therefore, the rate of change of complexity is a monotone increasing function of time and hence dC/dt ≤ αT S/π .
On the other hand, even if the condition (46) no longer holds, one can instead derive the alternative condition (47) by examining the behavior of complexity at late times. One
where c m is a positive constant. A straightforward calculation gives
Thus, if L grav − 2ρ r=r h < 0, the late time rate of change of complexity will be always approached from below. Moreover, if the equation L grav − 2ρ <r<r h = 0 does not have a real root, then the condition (46) will be satisfied. Instead, if L grav − 2ρ <r<r h = 0 has one real root, dC/dt will have a local extrema when the position r m meets the root.
However, it cannot be a local maxima since the late time rate of change of complexity is approached from below. Therefore, under the condition (47) the complexity growth again obeys the bound dC/dt ≤ αT S/π .
For black holes with an inner horizon, one can follow the above discussions and derive similar conditions
or
L grav − 2ρ) r − <r<r + = 0 has one real root at most .
We refer the readers to Appendix C for details.
Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton black holes
By using these conditions, we would like to analytically test our conjecture for a variety of stationary AdS black holes.
First of all, for Schwarzschild black holes, one has ρ = Λ = − 
exactly satisfying the condition (46). Likewise, for the Kerr-AdS black hole (38) , one finds
In the presence of matter fields, by using Einstein's equations R µν − 1 2 g µν R = T µν , one finds
where p α = T α α , α = r , x i are the principal pressures of matter fields. The condition (46) turns out to be equivalent to ∆ ≥ 0. However, this is already guaranteed by weak and strong energy conditions. Thus, for ordinary matter fields (without ghost like modes), the condition (46) is easily satisfied in AdS spacetimes.
For example, for hairy black holes in Einstein-Scalar gravity
one has
It follows that ∆ = −V (φ) ≥ 0, which is a least condition to guarantee the asymptotic structure of AdS spacetimes.
For electrically charged black holes in Einstein-Maxwell-Dilaton theories
Again, ∆ = −V (φ) + 2(D − 3)Z(φ)a 2 /w 2 ≥ 0. We conclude that the condition (46) is valid to a lot of physically interesting solutions, including supersymmetric black holes.
Gauss-Bonnet black holes
We continue testing our conjecture for black holes with stringy corrections. An interesting example is the Gauss-Bonnet black holes (we focus on the planar case so that at late times
where the coupling constant λ should be positive according to string theory and the function ϕ(r) is given by
The event horizon is defined as ϕ(r h ) = 1 and the black hole interior corresponds to ϕ ≥ 1.
It was established in [41, 42] that the Gauss-Bonnet coupling was strongly constrained by microcausality of the theories (or equivalently positive energy fluxes in scattering process).
The allowed region for the coupling constant is [41, 42] 0
This is the parameter space that we should study carefully. Evaluating the Lagrangian density yields
It follows that in the allowed region for the coupling constant, one has on the horizon
and near the singularity
However, for a certain range of parameters 0 < λ < However, when 0 < λ < λ c , the Lagrangian density will be positive definite in a certain region of black holes, see Fig.2 . Thus, this case is not covered by our conditions (46) and (47). Instead, we have to adopt numerical approach to study the evolution of complexity at finite times. Our numerical results (see Fig.3 ) suggest that the complexity growth still obeys the Lloyd bound for 0 < λ < λ c for Gauss-Bonnet black holes in any number of dimensions.
Figure 3:
The rate of change of complexity for Gauss-Bonnet black holes in D = 5 , 6 , 7 dimensions with 0 < λ < λ c .
In fact, since λ is small, we can examine this by means of half-analytical approach as well. At early times, the complexity growth behaves as
and it will approach a local maxima when the corner r m of the WDW patch meets the larger root of the equation L EGB = 0. Our goal is to calculate the local maximal growth rate in terms of a small λ series and compare it with the growth rate at late times. By simple calculations, we deduce 
Notice that the leading order is always less than unity but it increases with spacetime dimensions. In fact, by plotting the local maximal growth rate as a function of λ (see Fig.4 ), we find that in each dimension, it is always smaller than the Lloyd bound for 0 < λ < λ c .
However, for a given λ, the ratio π 2M dC dt increases with spacetime dimensions. Thus, we would like to investigate the result in the large D limit. A straightforward derivation gives
Interestingly, in spite of that the leading order approaches unity, the next-to-leading order is always negative definite.
Bases on these results, we conclude that the complexity growth for the allowed coupling constants obeys the Lloyd bound for Gauss-Bonnet black holes in any number of dimensions.
Lovelock black holes
To check whether our conjecture can be violated in the presence of stringy corrections, we further study the complexity growth rate for black holes in third order Lovelock gravity.
We focus on the D = 7 dimensional solution. The Lagrangian density reads
where µ is the third order gravitational coupling constant and
The black hole solution can be formally written as
where the form of the function ϕ(r) is complicated for a generic µ (see for example [43, 44] ).
In the following, we focus on a special case µ = λ 2 . The function ϕ(r) simplifies to
Again the event horizon is defined as ϕ(r h ) = 1 and the black hole interior corresponds to ϕ(r) ≥ 1. However, the new coupling constant µ strongly effects the causal structure of the theory so that the allowed regime for λ is changed [43, 44] . One has
Evaluating the Lagrangian density for the solution yields
It turns out that for any given λ in the allowed region, the Lagrangian density always has two real roots in the black hole interior, see Fig.5 . The larger root corresponds to a local maxima for the growth rate of complexity. Of course, this case is not covered by our conditions (46-47). We turn to study the time evolution of complexity by adopting numerical approach. The result is presented in Fig.6 . It is easy to see that the complexity growth rate exceeds the Lloyd bound around the local maxima for any given 0 < λ ≤ 19/81. For a smaller λ, the height of the local maximal growth rate becomes smaller. In particular, for a sufficiently small λ, we find
Thus, we safely conclude that for any given λ in the allowed region, our conjectured bound is always violated.
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It was shown in [33, 40] that for "Complexity=Action" (CA) proposal, the boundary action at the corner where two null boundaries of WDW patch intersect significantly contributes to the time dependence of complexity. Surprisingly, the growth rate of the joint action at late times exactly equals to the product T S. This has been shown for certain black holes in Einstein's gravity [9, 33] , Lovelock gravity [35] , F (R) gravity and critical gravity [36] , respectively. In the following, we shall first prove that it is valid to generally static black holes in higher derivative gravities.
Joint action growth at late times
The joint action was derived from action principle for gravitational theories defined on spacetimes with nonsmooth boundaries [33] . Recently, the result was generalized to higher derivative gravities in [36, 45] . One has
Here s is the Wald entropy density function
and a is the standard corner term for Einstein's gravity. For null-null joint, one has [33] a ≡ log |
where k i are outward directed normal vectors of the dual null boundaries andk i are auxiliary null vectors defined in the tangent space of the boundaries, orthogonal to the joint and pointing outward from the boundary regions. For static black holes, the corners are determined by codimension-2 two surfaces t = const , r = const. The joint action simplifies to
For an infinitesimal time process t L → t L + δt shown in Fig.7 , the growth of the joint action takes the form of
The relevant null normals can be written as 
We deduce
However, since the variation between r B and r B is very small, we can perform a Taylor expansion for a(r) around r = r B . Note that the displacement is in the direction of the v-axis. We have du = 0, dv = δt, and dr = − 1 2 √ hf δt. This gives rise to
Substituting this into (85), one finds at late times (r B approaches r h , f and h approach zero)
Note that the result does not depend on the asymptotic normalization constants.
An alternative proposal and its time dependence
Based on the above result, one may propose
where α is the same coefficient introduced in (23) . Clearly, at late times this alternative proposal gives exactly the same result as the first proposal (23) . However, it turns out that in this case, our conjectured upper bound is always violated in the full time evolution. To show this, we recall that in Fig.1 the joint evolving with time is the one at the position r = r m . Hence,
It is straightforward to show that
On the other hand, at late times the position r m behaves as
where c m is a positive constant. It follows that around late times the complexity growth rate behaves as
It is easily seen that the late time rate of change of complexity is always approached from above. Thus, unlike our first proposal, the complexity always violates the conjectured upper bound 3 .
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose that the complexity for a holographic state is dual to a simple gravitational object defined in the bulk of WDW patch (see Eq. (23)), of which the growth rate at late times is equal to temperature times black hole entropy. Remarkably, thermodynamics of AdS black holes guarantees that for this new proposal the complexity growth rate at late times always saturates the Lloyd bound (and its proper generalisations for charged systems) at high temperature limit. This is universal to generally static AdS black holes.
In particular, for AdS planar black holes, the result holds at lower temperatures as well owing to an extra scaling symmetry of the solutions.
We conjecture that the complexity growth rate should be bounded above as dC/dt ≤ αT S/π or dC/dt ≤ α T + S + − T − S − /π for black holes with an inner horizon, where α is an overall coefficient (to connect the bound to the Lloyd bound at high temperatures, we choose it to be α =
2(D−2)
D−1 , where D denotes spacetime dimension). To test the conjecture, we study the time dependence of complexity for holographic states without perturbations.
We show that the bound holds for holographic theories dual to Einstein's gravity coupled to matter fields which obey strong and weak energy conditions. However, with stringy corrections, the bound may be violated. This is ensured for black holes in third order Lovelock gravity.
In addition, we are aware of that the growth rate of the joint action of WDW patch gives the same result at late times as our new proposal. However, a major difference is it always violates the conjectured upper bound around late times. A Smarr formula at high temperature limit According to scaling dimensional argument, the Smarr formula for charged AdS black holes is given by
Here for simplicity, we have assumed that all the higher order gravitational coupling constants as well as those characterizing self-interactions of matter fields in the Lagrangian are related to the cosmological constant. By generalizing the Wald-Iyer formalism, it was established in [9] that the product P V ther is equal to the rate of change of non-derivative gravitational action defined on WDW patch. One has
where V (φ) is the scalar potential which has a small φ expansion as V = 2Λ + 1 2 m 2 φ 2 + · · · . In high temperature limit r h → ∞, the dominant contribution to the integral comes from the region close to the event horizon. One has V = 2Λ + · · · and
where in the second "=", we have set h (r h ) = f (r h ) by scaling the time coordinate. Hence, to leading order one finds
On the other hand, one has
Though the metric function f (r) will be different for different black holes, we only need its large-r expansion
One finds
It follows that at leading order
Therefore in high temperature limit
By plugging it into the Smarr formula (93), one immediately finds
Moreover, for charged black holes with inner horizons, the relation (94) is replaced by [9] 
It follows that to leading order
so that
B Action growth for general higher derivative gravities
In "Complexity=Action" proposal [5, 6] , the action growth of WDW patch plays a central role in studying properties of holographic complexity. Despite that it has been extensively studied in literatures, it still deserves further investigations for action growth rate at late times for generally static black holes in higher derivative gravities. We consider gravitational theories of the type
The generalized Gibbons-Hawking boundary term is given by [7] S surf = 2
where n µ is the normal vector of the time-like hypersurface ∂M and K µν is its second fundamental form.
In an infinitesimal time process t L → t L + δt shown in Fig.7 , the action growth δS = S(t L + δt) − S(t L ) takes the form of
where V 1 and V 2 denote the upper and lower slivers in Fig.7 , respectively. First, we shall prove at late times
whereṠ bulk is the variation of bulk gravitational action with boundary time. For this purpose, we introduce the null coordinates u and v defined by
The metric can be written as
in the ingoing coordinate and
in the outgoing coordinate, respectively. In addition, note that dt ∧ dr = du ∧ dr = dv ∧ dr,
we have a simple and useful relation
where τ collectively denotes the various time coordinates t, u, v.
For the first rectangle V 1 , one has
where in the first "=", we denote r = λ(u) to describe the null hypersurface v = v 0 + δt.
The function λ(u) can be solved by the equation r * λ(u) = 
Here we define r = λ 0,1 (v) to describe the null hypersurfaces u = u 0 ,1 . They are determined by r * λ 0 ,1 (v) = 1 2 (u 0 ,1 −v). Then changing the variables u = u 0 +v 0 +δt−v in the integral of S V 1 , we find
where we have identified λ 0 (v) = λ(u) since they both describe a same radii at which the null boundaries u = u 0 and v = v 0 + δt intersect. Combining the above results, we deduce
Considering the radii r = λ 1 (v) varies from r B to r B as v increases from v 0 to v 0 + δt, we find r B = r B + O(δt) since the variation of the radius is very small. In particular, at late times, r B approaches r h . So we arrive at
It should be emphasized that this equality is valid to any gravitational object defined in the bulk of WDW patch.
On the other hand, according to Eq.(87), at late times the growth rate of the joint action equals to T S. However, in [34] , it was also shown that
Thus, at late times
Combing all the above results, we obtain
This is valid to generally static black holes in higher derivative gravities. The result covers previous results published in literatures [9, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] .
C Deriving the conditions (52 ,53)
For black holes with an inner horizon, the WDW patch (see Fig.8 ) has two joints, denoted by r 1 m , r 2 m respectively. The evolution of the joints is determined by 
On the other hand, the complexity growth rate is given by 
Thus, taking one more derivative with respect to time, one finds 
where c ± are positive constants. One finds
Therefore, as discussed above, under the condition (53), the upper bound on complexity is again obeyed.
